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Types Dimensions

Finishes Technical information
Headboard

Bed surround

Feet

Internal crosspieces

Removable outer covers

Metallic frame padded with cold-moulded polyurethane 
foam and additional padding in shaped polyurethane. 
Cover in bonded velveteen.

Steel frame. Cover in bonded velveteen.

Painted steel with plastic ferrules.

Varnished metal.

(See attached card, specific for each cover).

An original shape where looks and 
ergonomics meet. The synthesis of Patricia 
Urquiola’s constant research into expression 
and Molteni&C’s typical aptitude for 
experimentation. Night&Day stands out 
for its young, minimal lines and the strong, 
decisive headboard which gives personalità 
and looks to the bedroom. Night&Day is a 
large and comfortable bed. It has a padded 
headboard that can be tilted to several 
positions to facilitate those sitting up to read 
or watch TV. Totally removable unholstery 
in both the fabric and leather versions, for 
easy maintenance. Night&Day is ideal for 
contemporary and classic environments 
thanks to the vast range of Molteni&C fabrics 
and leathers.

cover
fabric, leather

legs
black finish

L1

H

H1

P2
L P

L  width
P  depth
H  height
H1  bed base height

 1940  2040  2140 
 2530
 2280
 790
 270

 1600  1700  1800 
 2000 2100 
 65 85 105 110 130
 135 150 175

outer dimensions

mattress inner dimensions
L1  width (mattress) 
P2  depth (mattress)

Note: depth P and height  H vary depending on the headboard inclination

 1780 70”  1880 74”  1980 78” 
 2270 89 3/8”      2370 93 1/4”

 950 37 3/8”

   240 9 1/2”

 1600 63”  1700 66 7/8”  1800 70 7/8” 
 2000 78 3/4” 2100 82 3/4”

bed taking the fixed double slatted base
or 2 single slatted bases

NLE16 NLE17 NLE18
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